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P R E FAC E

D
uring the last decades, the huge rescue excavations, as part of major public works projects, as well as 
the conservation and restoration of monuments and archaeological sites, in the framework of eU 
co-funding projects, brought to light many new finds that contribute substantially to the study of 

ancient Macedonia . This applies especially to aigai and the wider region of imathia, the core land of the 
Macedonian kingdom . however, the presentations at various conferences and the publications in honorary 
volumes regarding those finds in greek are not easily accessible to the international scientific community, 
resulting to their exclusion from the scientific dialogue . The present volume, published by the ephorate of 
antiquities of imathia, aims at overcoming that difficulty . even though the volume’s main focus is aigai, it is 
not limited to them, includes more and broader issues and it is divided into three sections . 

The first section comprises the presentation of important excavation finds of the last twenty years . Five 
papers are dedicated to aigai: the discovery of the northwestern part of the city’s wall (2003-4), the elucida-
tion of the Macedonian metropolis’ organization as a conglomerate of settlements (city ‘kata komes’) (2006), 
the discovery of a group of new royal tombs (2012-2013) at the cluster of the temenids, the discovery of an 
important unlooted tomb of the 4th century and the elucidation of the  stratigraphy of the burial mounds in 
the classical period (2014), as well as of the overall organization and the necropolis’ horizontal stratigraphy 
(2015); they have been presented at the annual conference “archaeological work in Macedonia and Thrace” 
(aeMTh), and only the first two are published until now . There is, also, the presentation of the excavation at 
the region of Pieria mountains in 2004, which led to the identification of ancient Levaia, and two presenta-
tions of the extended rescue excavations at vermio, during the construction of the new egnatia road, which 
led to the elucidation of the way the mountainous area was organized in the antiquity . 

in the second section nine papers  present interpretations of the new findings as well as working hypoth-
eses - conclusions regarding the topography, society, art, culture and history of Macedon . Four of them 
relate to the Macedonian burial customs: the royal funerary pyres at the necropolis of aigai, the custom of 
cremation and its use by the Macedonians, the funeral of alexander the great, and the creation and evolu-
tion of the royal tomb clusters at the archaic necropolis of aigai . one explores the spatial organization and 
the pattern of the settlements in imathia during the early iron age and another discusses the crucial issue 
of the first expansion of the Macedonians, beyond the limits of their ’homeland’ . two others, «The enigma 
of the ivory heads from the tomb of Philip ii», which was presented in 2004 at a conference in new York, 
but never published, and the «Philosophy and architecture in the palace of aigai», discuss the astonishing 
artistic achievements of the age of Philip ii, that was undoubtedly the “golden age” of aigai, while the last 
of that group presents all the new evidence regarding  the Macedonian metropolis of aigai during the hel-
lenistic periodThe third and last section includes four extensive articles dedicated to  Macedonian elements 
that seal some very interesting political and cultural developments of the hellenistic world, and, hopefully, 
will initiate relevant discussion . in “Queens-Priestesses-goddesses: From Macedonia to the world”, based 
on the findings of aigai, the iconography of the queens of Macedon is related to the broader iconographic 
types of archaic and classical art and its genetic relationship with the iconography of the hellenistic queens 
is clarified, giving us a safe tool for their identification while its evolution is recorded until the late antiqui-
ty . The finds of our excavation at Failaka (2007-2009) that lead to a reconsideration of the data and a new 
proposal for the reconstruction of the temples and the sacred enclosure, as well as to thoughts regarding 
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their ideological function, are the topics of “architecture and Politics in the Kingdom of the Seleucids: new 
evidence from ikaros–Failaka”, while the beginnings and the crucial importance of establishing cities as a 
key tool, for the formulation of a new worldview are discussed in “Kings, Poleis and Politics from Philip ii 
to Seleucus nicator” . 

in the present volume the reader will find my first published paper entitled “Thoughts relating to the 
‘discovery οf telephus’”, which was written in 1987 for “ametos”, the volume in honor of Manolis andron-
ikos . i would not change a single word of that paper; on the contrary, i believe that further evidence now 
indicates deliberate mentions from the attalids to ‘manners’ and “topoi”, related with the temenids, but this 
is the subject of an other ongoing study .

The present publication would not have been realized, without the aid of dr nicola wardle, who translat-
ed and edited the texts and, of course, without the knowledge, care and experience of eurasia Publications 
and, personally, of ethel and Phaedon Kidoniatis . i warmly thank them all and i hope that our collaboration 
will continue .

angeLiKi  Kot taridi
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‘Μακεδονία ἡ χώρα ἀπὸ Μακεδόνoς τοῦ Διὸς και Θυίας 
τῆς Δευκαλίωνος’ ‘… ἥ δ’ ὑποκυσαμένη Διῒ γείνατο τερπι-
κεραύνῳ υἷε δύω, Μάγνητα Μακηδόνα θ’ ἱππιοχάρμην, οἳ 
περί Πιερίην καί Ὄλυμπον δώματ’ ἒναιον…’ [Thyia ‘bore 
to Zeus who rejoiced in the thunderbolt, two sons who 
dwelt in Pieria and olympus, Magnes and Macedon who 
delighted in horses .’2]This is how Boeotian hesiod3 in his 
Hoiai at the beginning of the 7th century BC, describes 
the genealogy of the Macedonians . 

T
he reference is brief; however, it is the earliest known and 
thus exceptionally valuable . it is usually used as evidence 
for geographical and tribal relationships,4 but it deserves 

to be looked at to see if it can provide us with more evidence . 
and since the ‘beginning of wisdom is the investigation of 
names’, beyond the names of the sons, an interesting ‘key’ for 
deciphering the role of the mother of the founder of the tribe 
and by extension the role of the wives of the Macedonian lead-
ers seems to be provided by her own name . a rare name, Θυία 
(Thyia) has a clear and close relationship etymologically with 
the verb ‘θύω’, sacrifice, and the choice would not have been 
accidental . in myth Thyia was the archetypal high priestess of 
dionysus, after whom the Maenads were called Thyades . Thy-
ia, i .e . ‘the sacrificer’, is the high priestess, a high priestess who 
enjoys the privilege of joining with the king of the gods to give 
birth to her sons . The actions of Thyia and the Thyiades are cen-
tred according to tradition at delphi,5 however, it recalls in a 

QUEENS – PRIESTESSES – GODDESSES: 

FROM MACEDONIA TO THE WORLD1

typical manner the special connection between the women of 
Macedonia and the god of ecstasy which is testified to repeat-
edly in sources from the historical period .6 

But how is the holder (male or female) of a priestly office 
recognised? Participation in rituals, the use and possession of 
special objects and of course clothing – at least some element 
of clothing – are the hallmarks of priesthood in all traditional 
cultures, as is testified to in inscriptions, written sources and by 
careful study of iconography, and this holds true also for an-
cient greece .7

according to Plutarch8 Kallias, the torchbearer at eleusis, 
went to the battle at Marathon dressed in his priestly clothes, 
with the result that one of the barbarians thought he was the 
king, worshipped him and showed him a heap of gold . at ele-
usis, where priesthood was the hereditary right of two ancient 
aristocratic families, the priests wore a purple cloak and a 
‘strophion’, a sort of cloth diadem, a privilege and mark else-
where of kings .9 and it is not by accident that in democratic 

1 . First Publication: a . Κοτταρίδη «Βασίλισσες – ιέρειες – θεές: από την 
Μακεδονία στην oικουμένη» in M . Kalaitzi, P . Paschidis, C . antonetti and 
a .-M . guimier-Sorbets (eds) Βορειοελλαδικά tales from the lands of the 
ethne . essays in honour of Miltiades B . hatzopoulos, Proceedings of the 
international Conference held in athens (February 2015) ΜΕΛΕΤΗΜΑΤΑ 
78 athens 2018, 439-475 .

2 . ‘ Ιππιοχάρμην’ ‘ τον ίπποις χαίροντα’ see … PaZ 2012, 276 
3 . r . Merkelbach-M .L .west, Fragmenta Hesiodea, oxford 1967, fr . 7 . Step . 

Byz . 427 .12-16 s .v . Μακεδονία . Modern scholars doubt the attribution, see 
weSt 1985

4 . See Kottaridi 2013, 39 ff . and Kottaridi 2011a, 1 ff .
5 . This name was given to the maenads in delphi even in Plutarch’s time . 

See Plutarch, About Isis and Osiris, 364 .d .12 – 365 .a .9: ‘ Ὅτι μὲν οὖν ὁ αὐτός 
ἐστι Διονύσῳ, τίνα μᾶλλον ἢ σὲ γινώσκειν, ὦ Κλέα, δὴ προσῆκόν ἐστιν, 
ἀρχηί δα μὲν οὖσαν ἐν Δελφοῖς τῶν Θυιάδων, τοῖς δ᾽ Ὀσιριακοῖς καθωσιωμέ-
νην ἱεροῖς ἀπὸ πατρὸς καὶ μητρός; … δεικνύουσι, καὶ Δελφοὶ τὰ τοῦ Διο-
νύσου λείψανα παρ᾽ αὐτοῖς παρὰ τὸ χρηστήριον ἀποκεῖσθαι νομίζου σι, καὶ 
θύουσιν οἱ ὅσιοι θυσίαν ἀπόρρητον ἐν τῷ ἱερῷ τοῦ Ἀπόλλωνος, ὅταν αἱ Θυ-
ιάδες ἐγείρωσι τὸν Λικνίτην .’

‘That osiris is identical with dionysus who could more fittingly know 
than yourself, Clea? For you are at the head of the inspired maidens of del-
phi, and have been consecrated by your father and mother in the holy rites 
of osiris . (364e) …… the people of delphi believe that the remains of di-
onysus rest with them close beside the oracle ; and the holy ones offer a 
secret sacrifice in the shrine of apollo whenever the devotees of dionysus 
wake the god of the Mystic Basket (365a)’ (trans . ed . goodwin) .

6 . Plutarch Alexander 2 .5 . also athenaeus 559f-660a . See diLLon 2002 
147 ff . also CarneY 2006 97 ff . and fn 99 including bibliography . For the 
religious beliefs of the Macedonians generally see hatZoPoULoS 1994 .

7 . ConneLLY 2007, 85-116 and 197 ff .
8 . Plutarch, Aristeides 5 .7 .
9 . Τhe silver gilded diadem with the ‘knot of herakles’ which was found 

in the chamber of the tomb of Philip ii is the monumental expression of the 
‘strophion’ which actually was made of fabric . Kottaridi 2013a , fig on 214 
(top) .
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athens the archon responsible for religious matters was called 
‘basileus’ and that his wife the ‘basilinna’ had the sacred priv-
ilege of being the Bride of the hieros gamos, the Sacred Mar-
riage, the most important rite which ensured the fertility and 
longevity of the community .10 The persistence of the association 
of the characteristics of the priesthood with those of the an-
cestral kingdom even in democratic cities, where this regime 
belonged long in the distant past, is indicative and instructive 
for the primary association of the function of the priesthood 
with royal status . 

This is valid all the more for the old-fashioned Kingdom of 
Macedon, where the king was ‘διογενής’ (born of Zeus), ac-
cording to the sources, and had a sacred duty to carry out the 
prescribed rituals daily, so as to ensure divine blessing for his 
subjects .11 The testimony of the sources about olympias,12 but 
mainly the finds from the royal necropolis at aigai13 demon-
strate that the queens of Macedon shared this duty and privilege 
with their husbands .14

in the excavated tumuli of the early iron age around 10 fe-
male graves stand out15 not only for their exceptional wealth for 
the time, but for some objects which had special significance . 
The triple bronze double axes (Fig . 1), objects which are not 
for use, have a clearly symbolic value as real ideograms of the 
concept of blood sacrifice: fixed on the top of wooden staffs – 
sceptres, they demonstrate in the most obvious way, the priestly 
office of their owners, ‘illustrating’ almost the name of the ar-
chetypal mother Thyia, the ‘sacrificer .’ 

The women in the graves in which the triple axes were found 
had miniature bronze wheels hanging from their belts, which, it 
appears, are predecessors of the “iynx”, the magic wheel, which 
was the essential item for magic love spells (Fig . 2) .16 The mag-
ical-religious equipment of the priestesses of aigai were com-
plemented with different amulets, the phonics of a symbolic 
language of which unfortunately we do not know the meaning 

10 . MaCUrdY, g . h . 1928, 276-282 ff ., also CLarK 1998, 19 ff .
11 . See arrian 7 .52 .2, 1 .11 .1; diodorus 17 .16 .3-4; Curtius . 4 .6 .10, 10 .9 .11-12; 

Marsyas FGrHist . 135-136 F21; see Kottaridi 2011c and Kottaridi 2013a, 
155 ff . See also Mari 2011b, 455 ff . generally, hatZoPoULoS 1994 .

12 . Plutarch, Alexander 2 .6 and athenaeus, 14 .659f . 
13 . For the royal clusters see androniKoS 1984; ΚΟΤΤΑΡiΔΗ 2009a; 

Kottaridi 2011c; Kottaridi 2011f; Kottaridi 2013, 122-153 including 
bibliography; Kottaridi 2014a (translated here…); ΚΟΤΤΑΡiΔΗ 2015b with 
extensive bibliography .

14 . Kottaridi 2011b 93-126 . For detailed arguments on how to recog-
nise royal burial clusters in the necropolis at aigai see Kottaridi 2016 b, 
621, translated here, including an extensive bibliography . 

15 . See Kottaridi 2013, 105 fig and 162-3 fig . For the graves of the early 
iron age see ΠΕΤΣΑΣ 1961-1962, 218-288; ΑΝΔΡΟΝΙΚΟΣ 1969; ΚΟΤΤΑΡΙΔΗ 
2012a; also BraÜning, KiLian-dirLMeYer 2013, also fn . 11 and 12 .

16 . Cf fn . 11 . For the magic wheel (ἴυγξ) as a tool for magic love charms 
Pindar, Pythian Odes 4 . Δ 213-219 .

of, amongst which stand out the miniature cauldron-like con-
tainers which may have been used to keep potions in (Fig . 3) . 

The wealth of their jewellery indicates that the priestesses 
were the most important members of the small community of 
the early archaic kingdom of Macedon and at the same time 
provide evidence for their clothing and overall image . The huge 
pin and heavy bronze brooches are proof that they all wore the 
typical and quite thick woollen doric peplos, belted in the mid-
dle with impressive and sometimes double,17 belts decorated 
with bronze . They certainly all wore diadems onto which spiral 
bronze ornaments were fixed with bronze buttons, while the 
miniature brooches which were found in the area of their heads 
indicate that they must have worn some kind of cloth veil on 
their heads which was perhaps fixed to the diadem or their hair 
(Fig . 4) .

The wives of the Karanii, i .e . the heads/leaders of the Mac-
edonians,18 as queens-priestesses clearly played an important 
role in the religious activities of the kingdom . This tradition 
seems to have been continued by the women of the temenids, 
the historical dynasty which ascended the Macedonian throne 
before the end of the 7th century BC .19 Much information about 
them is provided by the unlooted tomb of the wealthy ‘Lady of 
aigai’, wife of amyntas i, who died during the fourth decade of 
her life at the beginning of the 5th century BC (Fig . 5: excava-
tion; Fig . 6: plan) .

to the right of the ‘Lady’ was found a wooden priestess’ scep-
tre . The bone finial of it survived as well as the amber which 
adorned it, forming miniature palmettes . The clay busts of the 
goddess, a dozen bronze and one silver gilded libation phialae, 
iron spits, as a reference to the sacred meal which followed the 
sacrifice, a bronze hydria and a four-wheeled miniature wagon 
(Fig . 7), as a reminder of her participation in public processions 
and rituals − corresponding to the fateful wagon of Cydippe, 
priestess of the argive heraion and mother of Cleobis and Bi-
ton20 − are all reminders of the priestly activities of the dead 
queen, however of special significance is her attire which can 
be reconstructed with some certainty in its entirety (Fig . 8) .21 

17 . as e .g . in grave ΑΖvii, ΑΝΔΡΟΝΙΚΟΣ 1969, 72 ff . and Kottaridi 2012a .
18 . Τhe name Karanos, which comes from the word κάρα, i .e . head or 

more precisely on the head . The word is given as a name to a mythical king 
who appears in the genealogy of the kings of Macedon in the Classical peri-
od, i believe, however, that is a general ‘operational’ title of the old kings of 
Macedon, a word with similar meaning to the german häuptling . 

19 . herodotus 8 .137-139, 5 .22 and 8 .13; Thucydides 2, 99, 3 . See hatZo-
PoULoS 2011, 52 ff .; Mari 2011a, 80 ff . and haMMond, griFFith 1979, 3-14 . 
For archaeological documentation of the tradition at aigai see ΚΟΤΤΑΡiΔΗ 
2016, 612-638 along with an extensive bibliography .

20 . herodotus 1 . 31 .
21 . For the ‘Lady of aigai’ see in detail and with bibliography ΚΟΤΤΑΡΙ-

ΔΗ 2012b .
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The co-existence of brooches and pins demonstrates that 
she wore a chiton and above this a doric peplos . She also wore 
every type of jewellery: gold spirals, like curls of hair, earrings, 
a necklace, a silver plaited chain with gold terminals, bracelets, 
rings, a diadem decorated with gold leaf with repoussé mythical 
scenes . however, the most interesting element of her clothing is 
the epiblema-veil which covered her head and shoulders, falling 
behind her to the level of her knees and fixed in the middle at 
the front with a gold double pin, leaving, however, her peplos 
visible at her chest and legs . The epiblema-veil which embraced 
the body, as it appears from the remains and especially from 
the shape of the edges which were decorated with bands of gold 
plate, was quite a stiff material and was probably purple in colour . 

This type of epiblema-veil is common in the iconography of 
the 7th and up to the end of the third quarter of the 6th centu-
ry BC . Usually it covered the shoulders and arms, falling to the 
back and front down to thigh level . More rarely it covered the 
head of the figure, as is the case with the ‘Lady of aigai’ and then 
it appears to have represented either hera or a bride in wedding 
scenes . Completely special − unique in greece − the epiblema of 
the queen of Macedon was fastened in a way that was ‘old-fash-
ioned’ for the time . Τhe only known parallel to date is the ivory 
statue of a kourotrophos which was made in ephesus several 
decades before the burial of the ‘Lady of aigai’ and was found in 
the grave of a Lydian noblewoman-priestess near attaleia (Fig . 
9) .22 This interesting parallel led me to look into the possibili-
ty that ‘the Lady of aigai’ was actually Lydian, a noblewoman 
who came as a bride for the king of Macedon at aigai some-
time around 513/2 BC, not at all unlikely within the context of 
the political relationships of the time which saw darius invade 
Thrace and amyntas expand his kingdom by cleverly allying 
with him .23 The name gygaia, which is Lydian, is the name of 
the sacred lake of the Sardians and the great mother goddess of 
the kings of Lydia24 − and was given to the daughter of amyntas 
i . The princesses’ wedding to Boubares, son of the conqueror 
and satrap of Thrace, Megabazus and the extremely privileged 
treatment given by the great King of Persia to her brother alex-
ander i, but also to her son, amyntas, i think prove this case .25

The fact is, regardless of the ‘exotic’ manner in which her epi-
blema-veil is fixed, the ‘Lady of aigai’ give us unexpectedly rich 

22 . it is a grave in a tumulus in a cemetery of around 100 tumuli: 
dÖrtLÜK 1988, 171-174; ÖZgen, ÖZgen 1988, 187 ff ., ÖZgen, ÖZgen 1996, 
160 ff .; roLLer 1999, 104 ff; iŞiK 2000, 80 ff .; BoardMan 2000, 90 ff .; BÖrK-
er-KLÄhn 2003, 69-105; Şare 2011, 104-135; see BaMMer 1985, 39-57 .

23 . on the expansion of the kingdom of Macedon in the years of amyn-
tas i see recently: Kottaridi 2016, with extensive bibliography, translated 
here . 

24 . iliad 2 .865, herodotus 1 .93 .5 .
25 . herodotus 5 .21, 8 .136 for Boubares the husband of gygaia see hero-

dotus 7 .22 .

and tangible evidence for the formal attire in which the queens 
of Macedon appeared in public26 at the dawn of the Classical pe-
riod: in addition to the rich jewellery whose style followed the 
fashion of the period, the basic elements are the combination of 
the chiton and peplos, the diadem and the purple epiblema-veil 
which covered the back part of the head and draped down the 
back, reaching to the level of the knees, while the presence of a 
sceptre leaves no doubt of the priestly role of its owner . 

Τhe epiblema-veil,27 appears to be a particularly carefully 
made and high quality item of festal attire which clearly var-
ied in size and also in the way it was worn as with the oblique 
himation of the late archaic period or with the Classical hi-
mation which prevailed as a cloak until the end of antiquity . 
it will be the clue to continuing the attempt to recognise the 
possible peculiarities, relevance and relationships, but also the 
possible evolution of the clothing and associated iconography 
which linked the queens of Macedon to tradition but also to the 
hellenistic world and beyond .

Until about 525 BC the epiblema which sometimes covered 
the head and sometimes fell as a wide and probably heavy shawl 
across the shoulders was a quite common element of formal at-
tire for female figures, heroines or goddesses . on the famous 
krater by Kleitias and ergotimos (570-65 BC)28 it is worn by 
the majority of the goddesses in the grand procession leading 
to the fateful wedding of Peleus and Thetis . it is also worn by 
the bride enthroned in her palace-temple who with a majestic 
gesture raises it to reveal her face . The same gesture is made by 
hera in another almost contemporary depiction29 and it is ex-
actly the gesture of ‘unveiling’ which became the characteristic 
‘sign’ of the bride and the act of wedding in itself .30 if we exclude 
the fixing of it with a double pin, the epiblema-veil of the ‘Lady 
of aigai’ with the gold bands along the edges look very simi-
lar to those worn by brides in two scenes of ‘hieroi gamoi’ on 

26 . with which they were obviously buried . generally, for the burial hon-
ours which were given to priestesses see J .B . ConneLLY 2007, 223-256 .

27 . Similar to the so-called ependytes . See M .C . MiLLer 1989, 313-329 .
28 . attic black-figure volute krater by Kleitias and ergotimos (the François 

vase), found in vulci and today in Florence, Museo archaeologico nationale 
4209, ABV 76 .1, Para 29; see also CriStoFani 1981, 70 and illustrations .

29 . attic black-figure dinos by Sophilos, in the British Museum, London, 
ΒΜ 1971 .11-1 .1, ABV 39 .15 .681: Sophilos, Para 19 .16bis; Addenda 4 LIMC iv .1, 
708 no . 419, s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deissmann); LIMC iv .2 pl . 430 . here hera 
is with Zeus in a chariot in a wedding procession . See also hera seated on 
a throne with her head covered with the epiblema on an attic black-figure 
amphora (560 BC) in the ashmolean Museum cat . no 1920 .107, ΑΒV 89 .2, 
Burgon group; Para 33; Addenda 9; CVA 2 Pl .9 (410) 9 .1-2; LIMC iv .1 693 no . 
310 s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deissmann) LIMC iv .2, pl . 423 .

30 . Look for example at the scene of the wedding of dionysus and ari-
adne by the amasis painter on an attic black-figure kylix from vulci in the 
Louvre, cat . no . Louvre F75, ABV 154 .81; J . Boardman, Athenian Black Figure 
Vases (1974) 55 no . 81 .
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black-figure attic amphorae which date to around 530 BC . in 
one case it is probably hera who ‘unveils’ herself before Zeus .31 
in the other the bridegroom is dionysus dressed as a priest – 
the ivy branch which he holds and the satyrs who frame him 
leaving no doubt as to his identity − and the bride, most likely 
the mythical prototype of the athenian basilinna .32

however as the 6th century reached its end, the simple epi-
blema gave way to the oblique himation which wrapped wom-
en’s bodies in a much more sophisticated and playful manner, 
until it in its turn was replaced by the large simple himation, a 
heavy cloak which was little more than a rectangular piece of 
material, which was worn by both men and women and could 
wrap the whole body from head to foot .

From the end of the third quarter of the 6th century BC, the 
epiblema-veil (which in shape recalls well that which tradition-
ally is a bridal veil for us), became all the rarer, a reminder of 
an old tradition and for that reason all the more ‘significant’ . 
it appears that its presence, which was associated with special 
ritual-festival events and functions, demonstrated the role, and 
sometimes even the identity of the person wearing them . 

Particularly interesting is its occasional use as an element of 
their attire for mythical queens such as Clytemnestra,33 hecu-
ba,34 tecmessa35 or daughters of kings such as elektra .36 typical 
and often repeated is its use by helen,37 the queen-‘bride’ of the 
most fateful marriage in greek myth, but also by lovers of Zeus, 
such as aigina, who appear as protagonists in sacred weddings 
of local cults .38 one could say that the use of the epiblema is 

31 . in new York, Metropolitan Museum, J . Mitchell collection, L66 .31; 
Beazley archive 24086 (online, with images, accessed on 16th February 2018) .

32 . in orvieto, Museo Civico, Collezione Faina, 2721, 24088; wojcik, 
M .r ., Museo Claudio Faina di Orvieto, Ceramica attica a figure nere, Perugia 
(1989) 63-64, no .6 (a, B) .

33 . See a volute krater in Bologna, Museo Civico 230: ARV 504 .8: aegisthus 
painter, Addenda 252, LIMC i .1 (1981) 273 no . 12 s .v . aigisthos (r .M .gais); 
LIMC Ι .2 pl 288 where Clytemnestra and also elektra appear in epiblemata .

34 . See an attic red-figure kylix in Boston, Museum of Fine arts 98 .933; 
ARV 402 .23; Addenda 114, LIMC iv .1 476 no . 20, s .v . hekabe (a .F . Laurens); 
LIMC iv .2 pl . 281 . on an amphora by euthymedes from vulci in Munich 
(antikensammlung 2307, LIMC iv .1 476 no . 16, s .v . hekabe (a .F . Laurens) 
and LIMC iv .2, pl . 281) in a scene of farewell to a warrior, who is identified by 
an inscription as hector, there appears a young woman in a chiton, wreath 
and epiblema handing a helmet and spear to the departing man . The in-
scription identifies this figure as hecabe .

35 . See a kylix by the Brygos Painter, new York, Metropolitan Museum 
of art L 69-11 . 35; Para 367; Addenda 224; LIMC i .1, 332 no . 140, s .v . aias (o . 
touchefeu); LIMC Ι .2 pl . 251 .

36 . See fn . 31 .
37 . Τhis shape appears in most of the scenes with helen; see LIMC iv .1, 

s .v . helene (L . Kahil) 498-563 .
38 . See a red-figure pyxis in Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum gr 10 .1934, 

Para 521; LIMC i .1 369 no . 21 s .v . aigina (S . Kaempf- dimitriadou); LIMC Ι .2 
pl . 284 .

typical in scenes of weddings, whether real or mythical, where 
we see the bride wearing it at the moment she is being led by 
the nymphagogos to the bridegroom or at the point when she 
‘unveils’ herself to her husband by lifting it up (Fig .10) .39 here 
the epiblema-veil had essentially the same role as survives today 
– at least in traditional communities – of the bridal veil, from 
which it did not differ at all since it was the quintessential mark 
of the virgin bride at her apocalyptic moment . its removal sig-
nified the end of the wedding ceremony and the passage of the 
girl to the status of ‘perfect’ womanhood . This applied to ordi-
nary women, for the heroines of myth, even for eurydice, bride 
of a ‘secret’ wedding, who appears, on a Classical attic relief40 in 
the typical wedding format, at the instant of her final separation 
from orpheus, to be about to unveil her face, thus underlining 
the tragic moment . it is also for goddess-brides such as hebe41 
and of course hera herself .42 

Τhe traditional epiblema-veil was worn occasionally – not 
frequently and perhaps exceptionally – by specific priestesses 
at the time of rituals but also of libations, while it was typical 
for the kanephoroi, the chosen maidens who served the deity 
on behalf of the city .43 in these cases it was thrown over their 
shoulders and did not cover the head . The athenian virgins44 
immortalised on the Panathenaic frieze of the Parthenon are 
also dressed in a deep overfolded peplos with rich apoptygma 
and epiblema thrown over their shoulders . Beautiful maidens at 
the age of marriage are ready to become wives and mothers of 
athenian citizens .

Particularly interesting is the presence of the epiblema on 
vase paintings of the 5th century BC in scenes which depict liba-
tion offerings . on a red-figure stamnos from 470 BC it is worn 
across the shoulders by demeter who is identifiable by the ears 

39 . See for example, a red-figure loutrophoros by the Boreas Painter, 
athens ΕΑΜ 1249 .206110, ARV2 539 .40; part of an attic red-figure loutro-
phoros, ashmolean Museum 1966 .888 .34; MoSCh-KLingeLe 2010, 65, fig . 
25a-B; part of an attic red-figure loutrophoros, London, British Museum, 
96 .12-17 .11, 214891, ARV2 1127 .10 and Journal of the Walters Art Gallery: 55-
56 (1997/98) 35, fig .12 . generally, see oaKLeY, SinoS 1993; SMith 2005 . See 
SaBetai 2014, 51-79; SUtton 1997/1998, 27-48 .

40 . Τhe original has not survived but there are three good copies from the 
early imperial period on one of which the figures are named with inscrip-
tions, see LIMC iv .1, 98-100 no . 5 s .v . eurydike (g . Schwarz) and LIMC iv .2, 
fig . 51, no . 5a and bibliography .

41 . See for example wedding scenes with a young herakles from the end 
of the 5th century BC, LIMC iv .1, 836-837, s .v . herakles no . 1692 and 1692a (J . 
Boardman) including bibliography For hebe see generally LIMC iv .1, 458-
464, s .v . hebe (a .F . Laurens) .

42 . For hera see LIMC iv .1, 659-719, s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deissmann); 
LIMC iv .2, pl . 405-435 .

43 . roCCoS 1995, 641-666 including an extensive bibliography and many 
examples .

44 . Perhaps kanephoroi (?) see roCCoS 1995, 654 and bibliography; also 
BLUndeLL, S . 199851 .
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Fig. 1. Aigai Museum. Triple double 
axe from the Early Iron Age tomb of 
the Mistress from the necropolis of 
Aigai (© Ephorate of Antiquities Im-
athia)

Fig. 2. Aigai Museum. ‘Magic’ bronze 
wheel (ίυγγος) from the Early Iron 
Age tomb of the Mistress from the ne-
cropolis of Aigai (© Ephorate of Antiq-
uities Imathia)

Fig. 3. Aigai Museum. Pendants from 
Early Iron Age female graves in the ne-
cropolis of Aigai. (© Ephorate of An-
tiquities Imathia)

Fig. 4. Aigai Museum. The 
arrangement of the jewel-
lery and other preserved 
costume accessories, which 
were found in two of the 
richest Early Iron Age fe-
male graves in the necrop-
olis if Aigai (© Ephorate of 
Antiquities Imathia)

Fig. 5. Aigai, royal necrop-
olis, Cluster of the Queens: 
the grave of the ‘Lady of Ai-
gai’, c. 495 BC (© Ephorate 
of Antiquities Imathia)

Fig. 6. Aigai, royal necropolis, Cluster of 
the Queens: the grave of the ‘Lady of Ai-
gai’, c. 495 BC (drawing: Α. Kottaridi)
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Fig. 7. Aigai Museum ΒΜ 2167. Iron model of a four-wheel cart form the grave 
of the ‘Lady of Aigai’ (© Ephorate of Antiquities Imathia)

Fig. 8. Aigai Museum. The arrange-
ment of the jewellery and other pre-
served costume accessories of the 
‘Lady of Aigai’ (© Ephorate of Antiq-
uities Imathia).

Fig. 9. Antalya Museum. Ivory statue, 
c. 580 BC (photo: Α. Kottaridi) Fig. 10. Athens, National Archaeological Museum 16279. 

Athenian red-figure loutrophoros, 450-400 BC. Wedding 
scene: the handing over of the bride to the groom (© Na-
tional Archaeological Museum)

Fig. 11. Parthenon, east frieze: Zeus and Hera (447-432 
BC) (source: Wikimedia Commons)
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of wheat she is holding along with the sceptre in her left hand .45 
dressed in a chiton with blousing and an impressive polos on 
her head, the goddess stands next to an altar and offers a liba-
tion . Participating in the ritual, holding an oinochoe, is another 
female figure who is clearly none other than Persephone, who 
wears a chiton and an oblique himation and whose long hair 
is gathered up in the typical bun held in place with a diadem . 
two female figures holding sceptres frame the scene, dressed in 
rich46 chitons and oblique himatia, are probably priestesses . one 
of them appears again on the other side of the vase and is hold-
ing out libation vessels, an oinochoe and a bowl, to Persephone 
who is recognisable by her hairstyle and stands with a sceptre 
in her hand, magnificent and motionless like a statue . Behind 
her is a female figure wearing a bloused chiton and the typical 
epiblema thrown across her shoulders, in the same manner as 
demeter on the other side . without, however, a polos, ears of 
corn or sceptre she is clearly not the goddess herself but perhaps 
one of her priestesses . The libation vessels and the sceptre which 
change hands and the correspondence between the garments of 
the goddesses and priestesses in this particular ‘narrative’ are 
especially interesting . They reveal the convergence, in the eyes 
of the narrator and the observer, between the goddess and the 
person who enacts the rituals in her name and in her image .

on the white ground of an attic kylix, hera, dressed in a 
white chiton and a purple epiblema across her shoulders, with a 
sceptre with a lotus flower finial in her left hand and a libation 
phiale in her right, offers a libation at an altar .47 The difficulty 
for scholars in deciding if she is a goddess or a priestess indi-
cates again the ambiguity . in the iconography of the 5th century, 
in the few cases where it is possible to identify her with certain-
ty, demeter, who in some cult variations is also the bride in the 
Sacred Marriage appears with the epiblema-veil on her head or 
across her shoulders,48 whilst its presence becomes standard for 
hera . in the old popular story of the judgement of Paris,49 in 

45 . attic red-figure stamnos by the Painter of the Yale oinochoe which 
is in oxford, ashmolean museum 292 (1885 .659); LIMC iv .1, 864 no . 219 s .v . 
demeter (L . Beschi) including bibliography and LIMC iv .2, pl . 576 .

46 . worthy of note is the rare, for the time, gesture of the painter to deco-
rate the chiton of the left figure with bands and dots in order to indicate the 
richness of the garment .

47 . new York Metropolitan Museum of art 1979 .11 .15 by the villa giulia 
Painter (c . 460 BC) see LIMC iv .1, 676 no .145, s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deiss-
mann) . The same theme is seen again on other vase paintings of the peri-
od, see the white-ground lekythos by the Providence Painter, LIMC iv .1, 676 
no . 139, s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deissmann) . See also a kylix by the Sabouroff 
Painter (470-460 BC) with a white tondo on which hera (inscription) stands 
wrapped in an epiblema holding a sceptre LIMC iv .1, 676-77 no . 144 s .v . hera 
(a . Kossatz-deissmann) and bibliography .

48 . For demeter generally see LIMC iv .1, 844-892, s .v . demeter (L . Beschi) 
and bibliography; LIMC iv .2, pl . 363-599 including bibliography .

49 . For the iconography of the Judgment of Paris see Ι . raaB 1972 .

the gatherings of the gods, at symposia on olympus50 the queen 
goddess appears with a sceptre in her left hand and an epible-
ma across her shoulders or covering her head on top of her di-
adem or wreath and in front of Zeus, her brother and husband, 
she ‘unveils’51 herself with the characteristic wedding gesture .

on the pediments and frieze of the Parthenon the iconogra-
phy of the queen of the gods is frozen (Fig . 11) . a maiden and a 
woman who each year renews her virginity, at one and the same 
time both virgin and ‘perfected’,52 she wears the argive peplos 
with a deep fold and abundant apoptygma which took its name 
from her . wife of the king of the gods, protectress of the institu-
tion of marriage but also the bride par excellence of the hieros 
gamos which was renewed every year, she is always presented 
in bridal attire, the attire which represented a woman’s ultimate 
goal and achievement . her promise to Paris was kingdoms and 
cities . holder of the sceptre, protectress of kingship, hera in-
corporates the quintessence of the state and is recognised as the 
source of legal authority and power .

on an athenian relief recording a honorific decree of 403/2 
BC, where hera personifies one of her cities, Samos (Fig . 12)53 
she appears dressed in the typical argive peplos with an epible-
ma across her shoulders, the sceptre in her left hand, standing 
with her weight on her right leg and her left leg relaxed . This 
relief clearly recalls a statue type which became popular in the 
last third of the 5th century BC, repeated with small variations 
by the sculptors of the period and, it appears, preserved in a 
series of hellenistic54 revivals and roman copies .55

50 . See a red-figure attic kylix by the Codrus Painter (430-20 BC) where 
the figures are named with inscriptions – hera wearing a peplos, wreath 
and epiblema over her head, a sceptre in her left hand and a phiale in her 
right is seated on a couch with Zeus, LIMC iv .1, 687 no . 250, s .v . hera (a . 
Kossatz-deissmann) including bibliography . 

51 . See the scene of Zeus and hera on the metopes of the heraion (tem-
ple e) at Selinunte (c . 470 BC), See tUSa 1983, pl . 12-16; LIMC iv .1, 684 no . 
207, s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deissmann) and bibliography .

52 . See Β . xenidou Schild, ‘Η Ήρα: Παρθένος, Τελεία και Χήρα’, Αρχαιο-
λογία και Τέχνες 68 (1999) 14-19 .

53 . athena, acropolis Museum, no . 1333; see also the figurative relief dat-
ed to 400/399 BC, athens, epigraphic Museum no . 7862 .

54 . The hera in Berlin, antikensammlung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, 
no . AvP vii .1, 25-33 no . 23, is differently posed with the left leg weight-bear-
ing and the right flexed . it was found in Pergamum and dates to 180-170 
BC, see winter 1908, 1, S . 25-33, nieMeier 1985, S . 111-114, 154-162 and 
bibliography; von PrittwitZ Und gaFFron 2007, 255-256, Fig . 221a-b . 

55 . The so-called ‘demeter’ Prado-vatican, ‘demeter’ Capitolina, Musei 
Capitolini 642, arndt, aMeLUng 1893-1947, no . 457-458; BaUMer 1997, 45-
46, 105 no . g 10/1, pl . 15 .1; and bibliography . demeter/hera Spade/Boboli, 
Berlin, antikensammlung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin Sk 178; BLÜMeL 
1931, 33-36 K 172, pl . 61-62; heiLMeYer, hereS, MaSSMann 2004, 88-92, 
fig . 90-96, pl . 12 (h . heres); Fendt 2012, 2, S . 308-312 no . 73, pl . 55 .1 . 104-105 . 
Florence, Boboli gardens (amphitheatre, without number .) BaUMer 1997, 
106 no . g11/1, pl . 16 . rome, galleria Spada; BLÜMeL 1931, 34 ff ., Fig . 5-6; 
BaUMer 1997, 107 no . g11/3, Pl . 17 .2) .
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in a vase painting from the end of the 5th century hera, once 
again in the typical argive peplos, has her head covered with 
an epiblema which falls down her back and the sceptre in her 
left hand standing with her weight on her left leg and her right 
leg flexed .56 The same composition is repeated on the relief of 
echelos and Basile (Fig . 13)57 and also along similar lines in the 
relief of eurydice and orpheus .58 The reliefs and vase paintings 
clearly echo a statue type, differently, but roughly contemporary 
with the former .

it appears that the circle of sculptors who worked on the 
Parthenon and their students ‘set in stone’ the majestic icono-
graphical type of the peplophoros goddess with the impressive 
‘argive’ peplos and the epiblema-veil . Besides small variations 
in the folds of the clothing, the movements of the arms and the 
position of the legs (one weight-bearing, one relaxed) which 
probably reflect the ‘personal’ style of each artist, there is a sub-
stantial intentional variation in the way the epiblema is worn, 
which is either covering the head, as occurs with brides during 
the wedding rites or is simply thrown across the shoulders . Cer-
tainly, the presence of the peplos which is the typical garment of 
the maiden59 and the presence of the epiblema which is a direct 
reference to the Sacred Marriage, define the role and identify the 
figure depicted as the protagonist, highlighting her importance .

as we see in the funerary reliefs which depict, albeit some-
what idealistically, the women of the period, the use of the chi-
ton and the himation became more prevalent and that of the 
peplos as a garment, rarer60 (Fig . 14) . nevertheless, the pep-

 red-figure bell krater by the talos Painter with a scene of herakles’ en-
trance into olympus, rome, Museo nazionale etrusco di villa giulia 2382 . 
ARV2 1339 .4; Para 481; CVA rome, Museo nationale di villa gulia ii, italy 2, 
iii .i .d-1, Pl . (79)1 .1-4; FUrtwÄngLer, reiChhoLd 1904-1932, Pl .20 (a, B); 
araFat 1990, Pl . 17 .2) .

56 . red-figure bell krater by the talos Painter with a scene of herak-
les’ entrance into olympus, rome, Museo nazionale etrusco di villa giulia 
2382 . ARV2 1339 .4; Para 481; CVA rome, Museo nationale di villa gulia ii, 
italy 2, iii .i .d-1, Pl . (79)1 .1-4; FUrtwÄngLer, reiChhoLd 1904-1932, Pl .20 
(a, B); araFat 1990, Pl .34 (a) .

57 . athens, national archaeological Museum 1783 . The relief dates to 
c . 410 BC and was found in neo Faliro . on one face is depicted the rape of 
Basile by echelos (the figures are identified by inscriptions) and on the oth-
er artemis and a god, the horned Kephisos and three nymphs, the first of 
whom, probably Basile, is depicted in the wedding attire of hera . 

58 . See above fn . 39 .
59 . as the iconography became fixed from the middle of the 5th century 

on . This is valid also if they appeared as figures which have been charac-
terised by scholars as ‘matronnenhaft’ (matronly), i .e . hera and demeter . 
indicative of this is the fact that the peplos is always the attire of athena 
Parthenos, but also of the kanephoroi on the Parthenon . See the discussion 
on the peplophoroi maidens on the Parthenon frieze, see fn . 42 and 43 .

60 . on the rare occasions, such as on the stele of Polyxenia from Lari-
sa, where she appears in a peplos with a epiblema covering her head, with 
which she is making the typical gesture of unveiling, there must be specific 

los-wearing type with epiblema in both its variations – cover-
ing the head or falling simply from the shoulders – became the 
model for the depiction of hera from the last decades of the 5th 
century and the whole of the 4th century, but also in the hel-
lenistic and imperial periods . it is not uncommon for demeter 
either, while within the framework of local cult it defines the 
depiction of other ‘protagonists’ in sacred marriages, such as 
the nymph Basile61 or Leto (Fig . 15) who is also another wife of 
the king of the gods . it is worth mentioning that the athenian 
sculptor Kephisodotos the elder chose exactly this type to rep-
resent eirene/Peace:62 dressed in the attire of the queen of the 
gods, the rich argive peplos and epiblema across her shoulders, 
a flawless virgin and at the same time mother of great blessings, 
the daughter of Zeus, goddess of peace and the abundance of 
spring, with the infant Ploutos/wealth in her hands guaranteed 
from her position in the agora of athens the prosperity of the 
city and foreshadows tyche who was to become the protectress 
of cities in the hellenistic world .

what, however, was happening in the kingdom of Macedon 
during this time? Unfortunately the rest of the graves of the roy-
al women after the ‘Lady of aigai’ were found looted and dis-
turbed and did not provide us with any details about the cloth-
ing of their occupants,63 while the royal wife, most likely the 
Thracian Meda,64 who accompanied Philip ii into the grave was 
cremated and so we only have her resplendent gold ‘stephane’, 
a kind of diadem, and the remarkable gold and purple cloth in 
which her bones were wrapped .

This gap in our knowledge is covered, however, in an impres-
sive manner by the larger-than-life sized65 peplophoros stat-

reason, perhaps as a bride or a priestess with some particular role in the 
ritual of the hieros gamos .

61 . See above fn . 56 . it is particularly interesting that the name of nymph 
in the inscription on the figurative relief echoes the meaning of ‘queen’ .

62 . eirene, dike and eunomia are the three horai, daughters of Zeus and 
Themis, goddesses who regulated the succession of the seasons and guarded 
the gates of heaven, hesiod, Theogony, 901 ff . apollodorus, Biblioteca 1 .13 . 
Pausanias 9 .16 .2 states: ‘it was a clever idea of these artists to place wealth 
in the arms of Fortune, and so to suggest that she is his mother or nurse . 
equally clever was the conception of Cephisodotus, who made the image 
of Peace for the athenians with wealth in her arms .’ (trans . ormerod) . in 
1 .8 .2, he determines the position of the statue in the athenian agora ‘af-
ter the statues of the eponymoi [close to the Tholos] come statues of gods, 
amphiaraus, and eirene (Peace) carrying the boy Plutus (wealth)’; see also 
1 .18 .3 . The closest surviving copy comes from rome (villa albani) and is 
located in Munich, glyptothek, 219; vierneiSeL-SChLÖrB 1979, 255 ff ., also 
h . KneLL 2000, 73 ff; ZiMMer 2002, 84 cat . no . 7 and bibliography .

63 . in the ‘cluster of the Queens’ but also in the ‘cluster of the temenids’, 
see . Kottaridi 2013 with older bibliography . For cremations see ΚΟΤΤΑΡΙ-
ΔΗ 1996a; Kottaridi 1999b; Kottaridi 2001a translated here; Kottaridi 
2002 . See fn . 12 and 13) .

64 . See Kottaridi 2011g, 35 ff .
65 . it exceeds 2 .10 m in height .
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ue (Fig .17-19) from the 4th century BC sanctuary 
which is located on the west edge of the city of aigai . 
Placed on the slope, a little further north from the 
theatre and the palace, this sanctuary, as everything 
indicates, was included in the same building pro-
gramme which was planned and implemented dur-
ing the reign of Philip ii (359-336 BC) .66

The statue which survives almost complete was 
found together with other sculptures in a depos-
it to the north east of the 4th century BC doric 
temple .67 dressed in a chiton, the sleeves of which 
reach the elbows and a heavy argive peplos with 
a deep kolpos and abundant apoptygma, the pep-
lophoros of aigai rests her weight on her left foot 
and bends the right gently, a little to the back and 
side, in this way achieving a three-dimensional per-
spective and reducing its frontality . Τhe back of her 
head was covered with a heavy epiblema-veil, the 
folds of which frame her face and then fall freely 
down the back to the roughly the level of her knees . 
The face, neck and the beginning of the chest are 
worked from a different piece of marble which 
slotted into the body with the edge of the peplos 
hiding the join (Fig . 20a-c, 21) . The hair is parted 
in the centre and gathered at the back of the head, 
framing the forehead with a slight curl, while the 
plain rounded band with the three holes indicates 
where a metal ‘stephane’ − probably of gilded silver 
− was fitted which covered the section between the 
face and the veil . added metal earrings complete 
the picture of wealth . The arms from the level of 
the elbows were also worked from separate pieces 
of marble . Both hands are missing . however, the 
way which the right hand was bent from the elbow 
and extended forward and a little to the right shows 
that she could held a metal phiale and was pouring 
a libation . in her other hand which was positioned 
lower down she probably held a sceptre (Fig . 21) .

together with the statue in the same deposit were 
found the marble heads of a young man (Fig . 22) and 
a woman (Fig . 23) . The way in which the eyes and the 
lips were carved, the modelling of the features and 
generally the way the technical details were handled 
demonstrate that all three were not only works from 

66 . See Kottaridi 2013, 211-315 with older bibliography .
67 . ‘The first impression of the date of the small objects 

from the deposits is that they date to the 1st C BC’, ΣΑΑΤΣΟ-
ΓΛΟΥ-ΠΑΛΙΑΔΕΛΗ 1990, 25 .

Fig. 12. Athens, 
Acropolis Museum 
1333. Honorific relief: 
the stele records decrees 
honouring Samos (405/4 
and 403/2 BC). The 
relief scene: Hera and 
Athena (© Acropolis 
Museum)

Fig. 13. Athens, National 
Archaeological Museum 
1783. Double sided 
votive relief. Here: the 
side with Artemis, 
Kephisos and the 
Nymphs. On the other 
side is depicted the 
abduction of the Nymph 
Basile by Echelus (Photo: 
A Kottaridi)

Fig. 14. Athens, National 
Archaeological Museum 
733. The stele of Polyxenia, 
Larisa, c. 440 BC 
(Photo: A Kottaridi)

Fig. 15. Athens, National Archaeological Museum 
1380. Votive relief from Pharsalos, 325-300 BC. 
In the centre Leto who wears a peplos and epiblema 
and holds a sceptre, is flanked by Apollo and 
Artemis (Photo: A Kottaridi)
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Fig. 16. Eirene/Peace by Kephisodotos, 
Roman copy. Munich, Glyptothek 219 
(source: Wikimedia Commons)

Fig. 17. The peplophoros of Aigai 
(© Ephorate of Antiquities Imathia)

Fig. 18. The peplophoros of Aigai: back view 
(© Ephorate of Antiquities Imathia)

Fig. 19. The peplophoros of Aigai: side view 
(© Ephorate of Antiquities Imathia)
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Fig. 20a-b. The peplophoros of Aigai after the restoration
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the same period but also the same sculptor .68 it is instructive to 
compare the two female heads . with the hair gathered in a bun 
on the top of the head, the typical ‘top knot’, the clear oval face, 
the smooth cheeks, the thin, wrinkle-less tall neck, the second fig-
ure is a young girl . on the few vase paintings where it is possible 
to recognise with certainty from the inscriptions eukleia (who 
is sometimes identified with artemis), she has exactly the same 
characteristics .69

in contrast the head of the peplophoros, despite the obvious 
tendency to idealise, gives a completely different impression: the 
heavy outline of the face with the full cheeks, the fleshy chin, the 
deep wrinkles on the neck and mainly the loose volume of flesh 
above the mouth and around the chin present the feeling of a 
respectable but older woman, despite wearing the peplos, the 
characteristic attire of maidens . The discovery in the same de-
posit of a monolithic plinth with an inscription ‘Ευρυδίκα Σιρρα 
Ευκλείαι’ facilitates the association of the statue with eurydice, 
the wife of amyntas iii,70 however the base of the statue does not 
fit in the socket which exists on the plinth, whose dimensions 
do not correspond to the size of the statue (Fig . 24) . despite 
this i think that the identification is correct, but the plinth for 
the statue is not the one found in the deposit, but another larg-
er one with exactly the same inscription whose dimensions fit 
much better with those of the statue and was found in its origi-
nal position, opposite the stoa which frames the doric temple to 
the south (Fig . 25) .71 it is the southernmost of the three plinths 
which were placed in a line next to the altar . on the others were 
probably erected the other two statues from the deposit . it is in-
teresting that around this plinth, built at a later date, but before 
the destruction of the temple and the reburial of the dedications, 
was a small cella, which emphasises the special significance of 
this royal dedication in local politics .

if the association with this second inscribed plinth is correct 
then the statue is certainly of eurydice herself and given that 
the queen died a little before 340 BC72 it is clear that the pe-

68 . as ΣΑΑΤΣΟΓΛΟΥ-ΠΑΛΙΑΔΕΛΗ 1990, 28 correctly recognised .
69 . LIMC iv .1, 48-51 nos . 1-8, s .v . eukleia (a . Kossatz-deissmann) with 

bibliography; LIMC iv .2, pl . 22-23 . in all of these scenes the identity of euk-
leia is based on inscriptions with her name .

70 . ΣΑΑΤΣΟΓΛΟΥ-ΠΑΛΙΑΔΕΛΗ 1990, 26 ff ., considers that the statue 
and this base belong together, and proceeds to a complex interpretation: 
she suggests that the statue was moved, reworked and reset with fresh lead . 
however, the fact that a cast of the ‘base’ of the statue itself cannot be fitted 
into the socket in the plinth preclude this possibility .

71 . For the plinth see androniKoS 1984, 49 ff . and ΣΑΑΤΣΟΓΛΟΥ-ΠΑ-
ΛΙΑΔΕΛΗ 1987, 733-745 .

72 . The Panathenaic amphorae with the name Lysiskos, eponymous ar-
chon in 344/43 BC which were found in the funerary pyre of eurydice in 

plophoros of aigai must predate the chryselephantine statues 
of the royal family in the Philippeion .73 however, it is later, as 
is demonstrated by the stylistic analysis,74 than the eirene by 
Kephisodotos75 with which it clearly shares a close typological 
similarity, but also interesting differences beyond the addition 
of Ploutos . eirene, as a goddess is absolutely youthful and ideal-
ised . She wears a peplos and has her hair loose and her epiblema 
thrown over her shoulders, in the same way as the athenian 
maidens do in the Panathenaic procession on the Parthenon . 
The peplophoros of aigai wears a peplos but also a chiton below 
as well as a ‘stephane’ and earrings . She has her hair gathered 
and wears the epiblema-veil covering her head . despite the ide-
alistic tendency, the shape of her face implies her age and gives 
it elements of a portrait,76 thus making it impossible to identify 
her as a goddess . after all the iconography type of eukleia, to 
whom the temple seems to belong, according to the epigraph-
ic evidence, is completely different .77The chiton and peplos, 
the epiblema-veil and even the ‘stephane’- are similar to those 
which the ‘Lady of aigai’ had worn a century and a half before 
and, as is indicated by their persistence over time, are the typ-
ical identifying elements of the traditional attire of the queens 
of Macedon . The libation phiale and probably the sceptre be-
long to the royal repertoire already from the archaic period, 
marking the priestly role of the queen . however, they are all 
adapted to the fashion of the time and respond to the new needs 
of the Macedonian superpower, with their Panhellenic fashions 

combination with the rest of the pottery provide the date of her death and 
therefore the terminus ante quem for its erection see Kottaridi 2001a , 362, 
translated here .

73 . See SChULtZ 2007, 205-236 .
74 . avoidance of frontality and greater integration with its setting 

through the apparent movement of hands, feet and of the whole torso; ‘re-
alism’ in the rendering of the fabric and folds, but also in the female form .

75 . The closest copy in Munich glyptothek 219; see vierneiSeL-SChLÖrB 
1979, 255 ff; KneLL 2000, 73 ff; ZiMMer 2002, 84, no . 7 .

76 . in comparison to the portrait of Philip and the other participators of 
the hunt on the frieze on the chryselephantine kline found in the chamber 
of his tomb, a work clearly of the same period and same region, the head of 
the statue obviously falls short of realism . The complete corpus of known 
sculptures from the 4th century BC but also from the hellenistic period gen-
erally, shows us that, in the case of the depiction of women, realism in the 
sense of the faithful natural rendering as portraiture was not the objective . 
Compare for example, the statue representing the priestess aristonoe from 
rhamnous who despite being a mature woman and mother of an adult son, 
is not depicted realistically for her age . For aristonoe see ΚΑΛΤΣΑΣ 2002, 
274, no . 574 . For the question of the representation of women in the hellen-
istic period see the interesting observations of diLLon 2007 and 2010 . See 
also P . Schulz, ‘“Leochares” argead portraits in the Philippeion’ in SChULtZ 
2007, 230, no . 65 “there is little reason to doubt that this image is a portrait .”

77 . For eukleia and the relevant iconographical evidence see LIMC iv .1, 
48-51, s .v . eukleia (a . Kossatz-deissmann) with bibliography; LIMC iv .2, pl . 
22-23 .
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and iconographic models . The argive peplos and the ‘bridal’ 
veil link the queen mother with the world of the priestesses, the 
mythical bride-queens, but also the protagonists of the ritual 
sacred marriages and ultimately with hera herself, the sacred 
bride both virginal and ‘perfected’ of the king of the gods . after 
all Zeus was the ancestor not only of the royal dynasty of the te-
menids,78 but also of the whole race of the Macedonians, whilst 
eurydice herself as wife of the king would have participated in 
the annual rite of the hieros gamos, like the Basilinna in ath-
ens . even the visual reference to eirene/Peace does not appear 
to have been accidental . For those who knew athens which de-
spite the difficulties of successive wars continued to be the bril-
liant centre of arts and literacy, the association would have been 
inevitable: in athens eirene guaranteed the wellbeing of the 
city, holding in her arms her child, Ploutos; at aigai eurydice, 
who supported the kingdom by providing three sons who were 
kings, ensured with the fruit of her belly and especially with her 
youngest child, Philip, the prosperity of her people .

and of course, it is no accident that the dedications of eury-
dice are offered to eukleia, the goddess of good repute . Men 
gain glory carrying out the work of war, the women the work 
of peace: the wedding, the foundation and the longevity of the 
‘house’ are for them a duty and an honour . For the queens their 
fertility beyond ensuring the continuation of the royal house 
was a sacred obligation and a duty to the whole people who 
need a protector and guide . Fulfilment of this duty was through 
the wedding ritual and ensured eternal glory . it is no coinci-
dence that eukleia is included among the goddesses associated 
with weddings nor that the elderly and widowed queen-mother 
appears in the sanctuary of this goddess robed as a virgin-bride 
and at the same time, if the restoration is correct, with a phiale 
in her right hand as a priestess offering a libation to the hon-
oured goddess, in the same manner the Macedonians were 
used to seeing the women of the royal family and especially 
the queens in their public appearances . Leaving in this way her 
public stamp on the city which became the mould for the new 
world, eurydice, a woman who wielded power like a man and 
signed autonomously with her own patronym,79 redefined the 
rules of the game, using and at the same time transcending tra-
ditional roles and giving to the noblest of the women access to 
the scene of the action .

78 . who were thought by herodotus (8 .137-39) but also by Thucydides 
(2 .99) to the hellanodikai of olympia, euripides and isocrates (letter to 
Philip, 105, 109-12) to be descendants of herakles . See also euripides, Arche-
laus 2 .5 .20 (aUStin 1968) .

79 . See for example the case of the priestess aristonoe at rhamnous, 
daughter of rhamnian nikokratos, priest of nemesis, whose statue was 
dedicated by her son, see ΚΑΛΤΣΑΣ 2002, 274, no . 574 . For the participation 
of women in ritual activities goFF 2004 provides an interesting approach .

a few years after euridice’s death in 338 BC, Philip won the 
battle of Chaeronea and the leadership of greece . The Philip-
peion, a monumental tholos, built close to the temple of Zeus, 
inside the sacred altis, the most sacred and at the same time 
the most famous place in greece, was the offering with which 
he honoured his victory .80 For centuries visitors were able to 
admire the works of Leochares inside it, the statues of Philip, 
his father amyntas iii and his son alexander and equally hon-
oured beside them the queens, wives and mothers of the kings, 
eurydice and olympias .81 The peplophoros of aigai helps us 
imagine eurydice, the statue of olympias echoing perhaps the 
gold medallion in the archaeological Museum of Thessaloni-
ki (Fig . 26)82 with its well-known depiction . on the medallion 
olympias has the same hairstyle as eurydice, she wears a dia-
dem, her dress is probably a peplos and an epiblema-veil covers 
her head and unfolds playfully across her right shoulder, while 
her left is raised to ‘unveil’ in the well-known wedding style of 
hera .83 

80 . given that the time required to build the vast palace of aigai, as has 
been demonstrated by thorough excavation, along with stylistic analysis, 
could not have exceeded 15 years, i consider the view that the Philippeion 
was built in in two years, i .e . between 338 and his death in 336 BC plausible, 
see the arguments for and against in SChULtZ 2007 205-236 .

81 . For the Philippeion and especially the statues of Philip’s family see 
SChULtZ 2007 205-233, where there is a detailed discussion and bibliography . 

82 . YaLoUriS et . al . 1980, 103 ff . For the medallions of aboukir see 
aLFÖLdi, aLFÖLdi 1976-1990, i, 85 . a ‘mythical’ version of olympias exists 
on a medallion from the 4th century ad which depicts her on a kline feed-
ing a serpent, London, British Museum, YaLoUriS et . al . 1980, 116-17, fig . 
34-7; aLFÖLdi, aLFÖLdi 1976-1990, i, 10 .1, pl .1, 1-11 and see CarneY 2006, 
122, fig . 6 .4 and bibliography . See also the depiction of olympias (head and 
sceptre) similar to the medallions of aboukir, aLFÖLdi, aLFÖLdi 1976-1990, 
i, 18, pl . 22, 7-12 and pl . 23, 1-2 .

83 . of particular interest is the persistence of this attire in scenes by the 
darius painter and his circle, see the representation of a queen on an apulian 
lekythos by the darius painter, 340-330 BC which is in a private collection, 
aeLLen, CaMBitogLoU, ChaMaY, 1986, 136-149 . The anatolian king (Pri-
am), depicted seated on a throne, is approached by a young woman wearing 
a chiton and himation (to the right - Cassandra) and an enthroned youth 
(apollo) who is playing the lyre . Behind him is hecuba (probably), in the 
lower zone the abduction of helen by Paris (wearing a chlamys and Phry-
gian cap) . hecuba wears a peplos with a long apoptygma and vertical central 
border, with wreath and epiblema which covers her head and unfolds gently 
across the right shoulder, like that of the queen of Macedon (olympias on 
the medallion of aboukir) and she unveils by raising it gently with her left 
hand . a similar peplos with a central border and very long apoptygma is 
worn by hera (sceptre in her left hand, a tall wreath, raising the epiblema 
which covers her head with her right hand) on a fragment of an apulian 
vase associated with the darius painter, which is now missing, LIMC iv .1, 
688 no . 254, s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deissmann) . a similar dress to hecuba’s is 
worn by the bride helen . a peplos with a slightly shorter apoptygma, with-
out a central border, but small dots, a tall crown like hera’s, an epiblema on 
her head behind the crown which she is raising gently with her left hand . 
The attire of Leda is also similar (peplos, epiblema on the shoulders) in the 
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if the association of the medallion with the statue of Leocha-
res is correct then we can hypothesise that olympias was de-
picted in the same ‘traditional’ attire like her predecessor, while 
the wedding style of unveiling seems to indicate that she was 
now the bride of the royal sacred marriage . The legend which 
appears to have been promoted even while its protagonists were 
still alive,84 has alexander as the fruit of the union between the 
queen and Zeus himself . Could alexander therefore be the ac-
tual fruit of the rite of the Sacred Marriage which, in the manner 
of the god, was carried out every year by the king-priest with his 
queen? if this ceremony occurred in the month of dios,85 the 
month that the Macedonians had dedicated to Zeus and cor-
relates to october-november, this would not be unlikely . The 
myth of the birth of the forefather of the temenids, herakles, 
according to which Zeus approached alkmene, who in the vase 
paintings of the 4th century BC appears deliberately in the char-
acteristic epiblema-veil of the bride on her head,86 taking the 
form of her husband, the king, seems to echo exactly this type 
of sacred royal marriage .

scenes of the birth of helen from the 4th century BC, a type which may well 
have originated with the plinth of the nemesis of rhamnous . See an ampho-
ra from Paestum, 350-25 BC, Paestum, Museo nazionale 21370, LIMC iv .1, 
504, no . 8, s .v . helene (L . Kahil) and LIMC iv .2, pl . 292; and a Campanian bell 
krater, c . 340 BC in naples, Museo nazionale 147950, LIMC iv .1, 504 no . 9, s .v . 
helene (L . Kahil); LiMC iv .2, pl . 293 (peplos, epiblema across the shoulders) . 
Particularly important is the relief LiMC iv .1, 505, no .15, s .v . helene (L . Ka-
hil); LIMC iv .2, pl . 294 according to BoardMan 1985, fig . 123 it is inspired 
by the plinth of nemesis which depicts a woman face on wearing an argive 
peplos, an impressive epiblema on her head which unfurls over her right 
shoulder . Just like olympias she makes a slight gesture of unveiling with 
her left hand . her weight is on her left leg while her right is flexed, just like 
eurydice . Beside her is a young woman wearing an attic peplos, and an epi-
blema across her shoulders which she is raising high above her left shoulder 
with her left hand . There is also a young man wearing a chlamys and an old 
man in a himation . Bronze coins of tyndaris, 254-210 BC with the dioscouri 
on the reverse and the head of a female with a crown and epiblema (with a 
small bun and head turned to the right) . Possibly tyndaris or helen, LIMC 
iv .1, 506 no . 21-22, s .v . helene (L . Kahil); LIMC iv .2, pl . 294 .

84 . according to Plutarch (Alexander 3 .2 .), eratosthenes mentioned that 
olympias revealed a secret to her son relating to his birth and his divine an-
cestry before he left for asia . The relevant discussions between scholars usu-
ally take a scholastic character see e . Carney, Olympias, Mother of Alexander 
the Great (2006) 101 including and extensive bibliography; also C . Mortensen, 
Olympia: Royal Wife and Mother at the Macedonian Court (1997) .

85 . The wedding of Philip ii with olympias appears to have occurred in 
the month of and alongside the festival in honour of Zeus . See particularly 
CarneY 2006, 101 including and extensive bibliography; also MortenSen 
1997 32 ff . in any case the date of alexander’s birth is exactly nine months 
after these festivities, a fact which increases the possibility that the historical 
royal wedding in 357 BC coincided with the ritual Sacred wedding which 
was to be repeated annually . See also BaYnhaM 1998103-116 .

86 . e .g . on the bell krater by the Python Painter from Paestum, tren-
daLL 1989, 198 ff ., fig . 367 . For the associated myth see Pindar, Nemean Odes 
10 .15-17, Pherecydes FGrHist . 3 F13c, herodorus FGrHist . 31 F16 .

however, Philip did not lose the opportunity to emphasise 
his special relationship with the world of the gods or with his 
legendary forefather Zeus, to the degree that in the fateful ritual 
in aigai he placed his own image amongst those of the twelve 
gods .87 within this context the idea of presenting the queens 
of Macedon, the mother and wife of Philip, at olympia with 
the robes and form of hera does not seem unattractive, when 
indeed it was in accordance to Macedonian tradition, as is 
demonstrated by the similarity of the clothing on the statue of 
eurydice with the finds from the grave of the ‘Lady of aigai’ . if 
this was the case, i .e . if the two queens were depicted at olym-
pia as peplophoroi, as at aigai, following the model of hera as 
established before the 4th century BC, then the removal of their 
statues from the Philippeion to the heraion,88 where only par-
ticularly valuable statues of the goddess were gathered, was per-
haps not at all accidental .

There is evidence for the posthumous cult and sanctuary of 
amyntas iii at Pydna .89 it is possible that Philip himself was 
worshipped even before his death90 and of course alexander was 
worshipped as a god by many of his subjects before he died .91 did 
the same occur for eurydice? did her son want to bestow divine 
honours on the woman who in exceptionally difficult circum-
stances held the kingdom for her sons? is the divine costume of 
the peplophoros of aigai not just a reference to her position as 
queen and high priestess, but the sign of something more? The 
unprecedented honours92 granted at her funeral, the splendid 
funeral pyre in the form of a wooden house, the first monu-
mental Macedonian tomb and the resplendent funerary throne 
reinforce this suggestion . a few years later, when alexander was 
in india it is said that he expressed the desire to give divine hon-
ours to olympias after her death .93 however, it is certain that 
just one generation later the pure-blooded Macedonian, Ptole-
my ii Philadelphos (285-246 BC), declared his parents, Ptolemy i 
(306-285 BC) and Berenice, Saviour gods (Theoi Sotires) .94 

87 . diodorus . 16 .92 .5 and 16 .95 .1 .
88 . Pausanias . 5 .17 .4 .
89 . aelius aristides 38 .480 refers to a temple, as does the scholiast on 

demosthenes, ol .1 .5 . See also e . FredriCKSMeYer 1979, fn . 39 with com-
mentary and bibliography .

90 . For the relevant evidence and analytical discussion see FredriCKS-
MeYer 1979, 39-61 and Mari 2008 .

91 . For a compilation of the relevant evidence see FredriCKSMeYer 
2003, 253-278 .

92 . See Kottaridi 1999a, 631-642; Kottaridi 1999b; Kottaridi 2001; 
Kottaridi 2006b; 154-16 and Kottaridi 2007, 27-46 .

93 . Curtius rufus 9 .6 .26 and 10 .5 .30 .
94 . For the attribution of divine honours to the hellenistic leaders see 

ChaniotiS 2003; recently ioSSiF, LorBer 2011 . however, the significance 
of the common Macedonian roots of the hellenistic kingdoms should be 
reconsidered 
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Fig. 22. Aigai Museum ΒΛ 1701. Τhe head of 
the mal e statue which was found in the depos-
it near the sanctuary of Eukleia (© Ephorate 
of Antiquities Imathia)

Fig. 23. Aigai Museum ΒΛ 1702. Τhe head of 
the goddess which was found in the deposit 
near the sanctuary of Eukleia (© Ephorate of 
Antiquities Imathia)

Fig. 21. The head of the Peplophoros The holes 
in the forehead for fixing the metal wreath can 
clearly been made out as well as a smaller hole 
in the ear-lobe to attach an earing (© Ephor-
ate of Antiquities Imathia)
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The portraits of the gods, as well as of the Siblings, i .e . Phila-
delphos and his famous sister and wife arsinoe ii (316-271 BC), 
appear in their most official version on the gold coins of the 
king .95 The women are on the reverse: we see their hair gathered 
to the back, the diadem, and the epiblema falling to the right 
and left of the neck . The image is complemented by individ-
ual depictions on the coins of arsinoe ii Philadelphos96 who 
would soon find her position amongst the gods:97 she wears a 
‘stephane’and epiblema-veil which covers a small bun while in 
the background above the head is a lotus flower which would 
have topped the sceptre which the queen holds in her left hand 
(Fig . 27) . 98

Τhese features which find parallels in the peplophoros of ai-
gai, but also in the cult statues of hera, which, it appears, also 
existed in alexandria99 became a repeated model for the official 
iconography of the women of the house of the Ptolemies, as 
imprinted on the valuable gold coins . Just as arsinoe ii, who 
continues, as a goddess, to be imprinted on the coins of the later 
Ptolemies,100 so appears Cleopatra i Syra (215-176 BC), daugh-
ter of the Seleucid antiochos iii and royal bride of egypt .101  

95 . gold octadrachms and tetradrachms with the royal couple on both 
sides and inscriptions ΘΕΩΝ and ΑΔΕΛΦΩΝ respectively . See e .g . ΣΒΟΡΩΝΟΣ 
1904, no . 603, pl . xiv .15-17; SNG Copenhagen (egypt) 132; gold octadrachm, 
alexandrian mint, c . 265-261 BC, tetradrachm, alexandrian mint after 265 BC, 
ΣΒΟΡΩΝΟΣ 1904, no . 604; BMC Ptolemies no . 40, 3; SNG Copenhagen (egypt) 
133 etc . For the coinage of this period generally, MØrKhoLM 1991 . 

96 . See e .g . a gold tetradrachm from the alexandria mint (253-246 BC), 
SvoronoS 1904, 475; or a silver decadrachm from 260 BC, SvoronoS 1904, 
477 . also oLivier, LorBer 2013, 146 - nos . 1, 2, 9, 12, 14, 16, 147 - nos . 18, 21, 
27, 31, 135, 141-143, 191, 261, 291, 296, 148 – nos . 298, 301, 314, and troxeLL 
1983 44 and pl . 7, here Fig . 34 .

97 . See Caneva 201275-102, especially for the cult of arsinoe ii, 79 ff .
98 . The general tendency to exaggerate the egyptian elements in the 

search for the ‘deification’ of the Ptolemies leads to obvious mistakes . Thus, 
e .g . it has been argued that the lotus flower on the sceptre which is held by 
the queens on the coins is of egyptian origin, (FUrLinSKa, a . 2010, 79 ff .) 
while the long tradition of this element is already evident in attic vase paint-
ing and especially in depictions of hera .

99 . it is exceptionally interesting that on the reverse of a coin from the 
alexandreian mint in ad 217 with the bust of Julia domna appears a cult 
statue of hera in the traditional style which echoes the general character-
istics which we found on the peplophoros of aigai, i .e . the goddess wears a 
peplos and epiblema on her head which falls behind over the shoulders, she 
holds a sceptre in her left hand and a libation phiale in her right, with her 
right leg straight and the left flexed . For the identity of the goddess but also 
the connections with the ‘philalexandrian’ empress from Syria the presence 
beside her of a peacock, the sacred bird of hera leaves no doubt . See Julia 
domna (+217) BMC alexandria 185 no . 1470, pl . 1 .1470; LIMC iv .1 679 no . 163, 
s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deissmann) .

100 . Ptolemy vi (180-145 BC) or Ptolemy viii, see SvoronoS, 1904, 1499 .
101 . gold octadrachm of Ptolemy vi Philometor and of Cleopatra i (180-

176 BC) London, British Museum CM 1978-10-21-1 . For the portraits of the 
Ptolemies on coins see MeadowS 2001, 13-31 and waLKer, higgS 2001, 
and s .v . 67-94 (a . Meadows, S .-a . ashton) .

Berenice ii of Cyrene,102 the wife of Ptolemy iii, appears in the 
same way but with a simple diadem (Fig . 28), while arsinoe iii 
Philopater (246/5-204 BC), wife of Ptolemy iv has an epiblema 
across her shoulders and so not only does her classic hairstyle 
with a small bun show, but also her necklace and the neck-
line of her peplos .103 an idea of how these queens would have 
been dressed in these depictions is provided a relief showing 
the apotheosis of homer, where Philadelphos and arsinoe, as 
Chronos and oecumene (the world), crown the poet .104

Τhe epiblema thrown across the shoulders appears on the 
depictions on the coins of Cleopatra vii, the great .105 The 
queens of the house of the Seleucids started to be depicted on 
coins106 later than the Ptolemies with first Laodice iv, daugh-
ter of antiochus iii the great and Laodice iii, who became the 
high priestess of the cult of her deified mother and wife of her 
three brothers in turn, antiochus, Seleucus iv Philopator and 
antiochus iv two of whom, became king . The Seleucids wear 
the epiblema-veil on the head in the traditional way . in the case 
of Laodice iv we can see the right part of the epiblema pass 
over the chest,107 a variation which recalls a small marble pep-
lophoros from the middle of the 4th century BC108 which seems 
to echo a monumental creation of the period . a free hellenistic 
variation of this original seems to be the prototype of the so-
called hera Campagna (Fig . 30)109 and also of a statue of the 2nd 

102 . For Berenice and her iconography see especially van oPPen de 
rUiter 2015 41 ff .

103 . See e .g . a gold octadrachm in the numismatic Museum of athens, 
demetriou collection, FCd 241, SvoronoS 1904, no . 1159d; see also PiCÓn, 
heMingwaY 2016, 211-212, no . 136 . on the relief-decorated oinochoai, 
where the alexandrian queens are depicted holding a phiale in their right 
hand and a horn of plenty in their left, offering sacrifices as high-priestess-
es, they wear the peplos and usually have the himation in the traditional 
manner of those conducting sacrifice wrapped around their waists like an 
apron . in the case of an oinochoe in the getty Museum, arsinoe ii appears 
to wear an epiblema-veil on her head . See ManCheSter 1994, no . 3, fig . 1-4; 
FriedMan 1998, 15, fig . 22; PiCÓn, heMingwaY 2016, 228-229, no . 162 (d . 
Saunders); generally, thoMPSon 1973 .

104 . London, British Museum 2191, SMith 1991, Fig . 216 .
105 . For the coins of Cleopatra vii see waLKer, higgS 2001, 177 cat . 

nos . 177-186 (a . Meadows, S .-a . ashton) and 233-235 cat . nos . 214-231 (a . 
Meadows) . 

106 . For the coins of the Seleucids, hoUghton, LorBer 2002 . See er-
iCKSon 2009, especially for the worship of the leaders 206 ff . For the deifica-
tion of Laodice iii, Laodice iv and Cleopatra Thea and their role as regents 
see reda 2014, 19 ff ., 42 ff ., 61 ff . See also Le rider 1986, 409-417 .

107 . See bronze coins of antiochus iv epiphanes from the mint of Syrian 
Pieria, 175-164 BC; hoover 2009, 686 SC 1477, gae900 and gae107, also 
bronze coins with a better defined wreath in hoUghton, LorBer 2002, 
CSe 113 .

108 . hera/demeter, grimani/este, venice, Museo archaeologico nazio-
nale 21, LIMC Ιv .1, 672 no . 107 s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deissmann) and 854 no . 
71 s .v . demeter (L . Beschi) with bibliography . LIMC iv .2, pl . 578 . 

109 . Paris, Louvre Ma 2283 . See LintFert 1976160-163 with a catalogue 
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Fig. 24. The peplophoros of Aigai and the small plinth 
with an inscription (ΒΛ 68b), the recess in which does not 
correspond to the base of the statue (© Ephorate of Antiq-
uities Imathia)

Fig. 25. Τhe large base with inscription (ΒΛ 33) (©Ephorate of Antiquities Imathia)

Fig. 26. Archaeological Museum of Thessaloniki 4304. 
Olympias, ‘royal Hieros Gamos’ (© Archaeological Mu-
seum of Thessaloniki)

Fig. 27. Arsinoe Philadelpus. Mina, gold octadrachm of 
Ptolemy II, 253/2-246 BC, from the Alexandrian mint. 
Classical Numismatic Group – Electronic Auction 409, 
Lot number: 320
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century BC from antioch on the orontes,110 which may explain 
their popularity in the Seleucid context . 

Laodice v, wife, first of the last king of Macedon, Perseus and 
then of the Seleucid demetrios Soter, is depicted with her hus-
band and shown in part only, but it cannot be ruled out that it 
followed the same type as her predecessor . Cleopatra Thea (164-
121 BC), daughter of Ptolemy, came as a bride to the kingdom of 
the Seleucids . as wife of alexander i Balla/Balas (150-146 BC) 
she is depicted with her hair gathered at the back in a small bun, 
the traditional hairstyle of the Macedonian queens since the 4th 
century BC, with a diadem and veil worn in the manner of the 
Seleucid queens, and in addition with a basket on her head and 
a horn of plenty in her left hand, combining in this way the 
traditional iconography of the queens with those of the tychai 
of the cities who were the most popular deities of the period .111 

She went on to marry demetrius ii nikator (146-139 and 129-
125 BC) and when he was captured by the Parthians his brother 
antiochus vii Sidetes (138-129 BC), after whose death in 129 
BC, became the wife of demetrius ii once again .

These marriages were blessed with six offspring and in 125 
BC Cleopatra was to reign for a little with her first son, Seleucus 
v Philometor, when she appears on the coins only as Queen 
Cleopatra Thea eueteria in what was also the traditional style 
for the queens of the Seleucids, (‘stephane’ and veil) with a 
somewhat more impressive hairstyle than usual112 or with her 
next son (125-121 BC) antiochus viii grypus, as Cleopatra 
Thea, keeping the same paraphernalia and taking a dominant 
position on the obverse .113

at Pergamon there were no depictions of the queens on the 
coins, however, at least two statues fill the gap in an unexpected 
way . The first is a peplophoros which dates to c . 170 BC wearing 
a peplos, chiton and epiblema-veil which covers the head and 
falls over the shoulders and back (Fig . 29) .114 even though the 

of copies and bibliography . also LIMC Ιv .1, 675 no . 134, s .v . hera (a . Kos-
satz-deissmann) .

110 . antakya archaeological Museum 10569; MeiSChner 2003, 295, no . 
5, Pl . 8 .1-2 with bibliography .

111 . See also hoUghton 198885-93, Pl . 10 2-4 .
112 . See for example a silver tetradrachm, a . Meadows in waLKer, 

higgS 2001, 87, no . 93 .
113 . e .g . op. cit. fn . 106; hoUghton, LorBer, hoover 2008, 477 no . 

2267 .2, pl . 45 2267 .2a: silver tetradrachm from the damascus mint, 122/21 BC . 
on the obverse an enthroned Zeus nikephoros, inscription ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ 
ΚΛΕΟΠΑΤΡΑΣ ΘΕΑΣ – ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ .

114 . Berlin, antikensammlung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin – AvP vii .1, 
47-48 no . 26 . without knowing about the peplophoros of aigai, Jorg-Peter 
niemeier, observed “der Schöpfer der pergamenischen Statue verwandte 
als vorlage ein werk des 4 . Jhs . v . Chr ., von der er Proportionen und Pon-
deration übernahm . ihm diente ein fast 200 Jahre altes werk mit einer in 
seiner Zeit unmodernen Bekleidung als vorbild . im Stil modernisierte er 

head, the separately carved pieces of marble from the elbow and 
lower arms, and the lower part of the legs with the pedestal are 
missing, it can be recognised without doubt as an exceptional-
ly faithful copy of the peplophoros of aigai which was created 
almost one hundred and seventy years later and, indeed, at a 
time when the attalids were enemies of the kingdom of Mace-
don which was living its final moments of independence . The 
peplos and epiblema, although completely outmoded, continue 
to be the typical attire of hera,115 and occasionally of deme-
ter . The combination, however, of the argive peplos and chiton 
does not appear to have been used on cult statues, whilst icono-
graphic evidence and excavation finds reveal that it was tradi-
tional for the queens of Macedon . Perhaps the peplophoros of 
Pergamon is all that remains of a statue of a queen similar to 
those depicted on the coins, who are presented in the tradition-
al official ‘Macedonian’ attire just like eurydice?

Τhe second, the upper part of another peplophoros which 
dates to the 2nd quarter of the 2nd century BC, was found in 
1879 in a cistern to the southeast of the altar of Pergamon . This 
was initially recognised as a ruler type which strengthens the 
hypothesis, even if it does not confirm it .116 The woman who 
is repeatedly associated with apollonis, the wife of attalos i, 
wears a similar chiton to the peplophoros of aigai and above 
this a peplos which is belted high under the breast, in accord-
ance with the fashion of the period . her luxurious hair is part-
ed in the middle forming thick cascading curls which frame 
the forehead and which are then gathered at the back in a bun, 
while two small curls on the forehead echo Ptolemaic coinage . 
She wears an impressive ‘stephane’ with floral decoration in re-
lief and the typical epiblema-veil which covers the back of her 
head and falls down her back, partially covering her left shoul-
der . although it is not easy to identify the figure as there are 
no identified parallels, her similarity to the Ptolemaic coinage 
is striking and permits us to imagine how the rest of the cloth-
ing of those depicted on them would have been . without her 
statue being a faithful copy of an earlier prototype, as with the 
preceding peplophoros of Pergamon, it is clear that she too, 

jedoch die gewandfigur des 4 . Jhs v . Chr . hier erlebt eine Statue, ein in sein-
er Struktur und in seiner äußeren erscheinung aus einer anderen epoche 
stammendes werk, im Stil des hellenismus eine neuauflage . wie die athe-
na Parthenos oder die hera aus Pergamon kann man auch die Peplophoros 
als Umbildung bezeichnen .” See also nieMeier 1985, 64-65, 120-123 with 
older bibliography . PiCÓn, heMingwaY 2016, no . 145 .

115 . See hera Campagna, but also various other monumental peplopho-
roi with epiblema which are hellenistic copies of older types such as hera 
of Samos, Berlin, antikensammlung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin SK 1725; 
nieMeier 1985, S . 123-124; The peplophoros Berlin, antikensammlung, Sta-
atliche Museen zu Berlin SK 593– the so-called ‘opfernde Matrone .’

116 . Berlin, antikensammlung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin (AvP vii, 
87) . See PiCÓn, heMingwaY 2016 . no . 145 and bibliography .
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in all probability like her counterparts in the dynasties of the 
Ptolemies and the Seleucids, is depicted in the traditional fe-
male attire for the temenid dynasty, as it was formed during the 
acme of its power . 

The vast new world which emerged from the conquests of al-
exander the great a mobile, changing and multicultural world 
urgently needed stable points of reference to keep it together . 
The cities, nations and leaders had to immediately move on 
to interculturation . The network of new and old cities formed 
the creative framework, in which the leaders via a complicated 
system of protection, redistribution and benefaction emerged 
as the focus of unity and security . in response they were given 
divine honours which in turn founded the ancient concept of 
the divine kingdom, refuelling the system .117 The festivals, the 
rituals, and religious communion helped to create groups and 
communities . The new gods ‘conversed’ with the old and were 
incorporated into the divine family via mythical genealogies, 
traditional rituals and recognisable symbols and prototypes . 
The women of the royal dynasties, who frequently moved from 
one to another as brides had the same duties as the women of 
the temenids: to ensure the continuation of the ‘house’, to give 
to the dynasties heirs and to the people leaders, to be queens, 
high priestesses, brides of the Sacred Marriage and above all 
to be living goddesses . in order to achieve this, at least when 
addressing greeks and their hellenised subjects, they resorted 
to tested Macedonian stereotypes, such as those created in the 
court of Philip ii and alexander the great, without, of course, 
stopping the discourse with current developments in art and 
aesthetics . 

although the poets deploy aphrodite118 to describe the roy-
al charms, the prototype of the goddess-queen, mother, sister 
and sacred wife of the king is hera the goddess of the hieros 
gamos, protectress of power and holder of the sceptre . in or-
der to justify sibling marriage, which occurred mainly in the 
Ptolemies, but sporadically in other dynasties, Theokritos in his 
encomium of Ptolemy ii Philadelphus used the example of the 
hieros gamos of the rulers of olympus, Zeus and hera .119 This 
reference is deliberate and repeated . an indication of this is the 
use four generations later in the kingdom of Pontus of the imag-
es of two olympian gods on the reverse of coins of Mithridates 
iv: on the coins where his sister and wife Laodice is depicted, in 
the known style with the bridal veil on her head, on the reverse 
is a cult statue of hera with sceptre in the hera Campagna type 
along with the inscription ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ ΛΑΟΔΙΚΗΣ . when 
Mithridates appears alone on the reverse is Zeus and when the 

117 . See ChaniotiS 2003, 431-445; ChaniotiS 2011157-196 .
118 . Caneva 2012, 75-102 .
119 . Theocritus idylls: encomium to Ptolemy, 128-134 .

two appear together on the reverse are the cult statues of both 
gods and the inscription ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΙΘΡΙΔΑΤΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΒΑΣΙ-
ΛΙΣΣΗΣ ΛΑΟΔΙΚΗΣ, ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΩΝ .120

The iconographic formula for the depiction of the queen- 
priestess which crystallised during the years of the great acme 
of the kingdom of Macedon as a result of the blending of Mace-
donian tradition with Panhellenic prototypes in the hellenistic 
period became a universal model used not only in the king-
doms of the hellenised east but also in metropolitan greece 
and the west . Thus the wife of hiero ii of Syracuse (274-216 BC) 
appears on coins with a hairstyle that is the same as those of the 
Macedonian women, a diadem and epiblema-veil on her head 
and an inscription on the reverse: ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΑ ΦΙΛΙΣΤΙΣ .121 The 
personification of tindaris is rendered in the same manner on 
the coins of the city which were minted between 254-210 BC,122 
as is hera on a tetradrachm from Chalkis (170-146 BC) .123

From the middle of the 2nd century BC in the kingdom of the 
Seleucids the ruler and the central power began to lose strength, 
while in contrast the cities were gaining strength and were be-
coming more and more autonomous . in place of the ‘living gods’ 
− the rulers and their wives − the tychai goddesses with their 
mural crowns took on the protection and preservation of the 
prosperity of the cities and appear increasingly as vocal symbols 
on the coins . Then something very interesting occurs: on the 
high value coins of the rich cities of Phoenicia − tyre (Fig . 31) 
and Sidon (Fig . 32) − the Syrian Pieria − the holy and auton-
omous Seleucia (Fig . 33), coastal Laodicia (Fig . 34) – and Cili-
cia, the tychai, recognisable by their mural crowns, appear with 
the characteristic features of queens, hair gathered in a bun, the 
diadem, on which the crown rests and always the epiblema-veil 
which covers the back of the head in the style of the hera of an-
tioch,124 the right part crossing diagonally over the chest . on the 
silver coin of aegai (Fig . 35),125 the city which Seleucus founded 
in Cilicia in memory of the royal metropolis of the temenids, 
there is no diadem, but just a mural crown . The hair is gathered 
towards the back, but with two long curls falling down to the 
chest at the front and it is not certain if the veil covered the chest .

a small marble statue of tyche (Fig . 36) which dates to the 
last quarter of the 2nd century BC, if one excludes the long ring-

120 . For the coins of the Pontus see de CaLLaYaŸ 2009, 63-94 .
121 . See thoneMann 2015, 163, fig . 8 .31 .
122 . By others, helen, LIMC iv .1, s .v . helene (L . Kahil) 506, no . 21-22; 

LIMC iv .2, pl . 294 .
123 . LIMC iv .1, s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deismann) 680, no . 190; LIMC iv .2, 

pl . 415 .
124 . above fn . 109 and 110 .
125 . For the tychai in the coins of cities in Cilicia and northern Syr-

ia and the change in their depiction at the end of the 2nd century BC, at 
which point they appear with the epiblema above the typical mural crown 
see tahBerer 2012, and especially tyche of aigai in Cilicia, ibid fig . 11Α-Β .
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Fig. 28. Berenice II Euergetes, 246-222 BC. Silver decapentadrachm, 
perhaps from the mint of the Alexandrian mint. Svoronos 1904, pl. 988. 
Auction Tkalec AG, Zurich, 25 October 1996, 104

Fig. 29. Paris, Louvre Ma 
2283. The so-called Hera 
Campana (source: Wiki-
media Commons)

Fig. 30. Berlin, Antikensammlung, 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. The pe-
plophoros of Pergamon, c. 170 BC 
(source: AvP VII.1, 47-48 no. 26, Bei-
blatt 4)

Fig. 31. Τyre, gold octadrachm, 103 BC. 
Lisbon, Gulbenkian Museum (source: 
Jenkins 1989, 160, no. 1070, pl. 98) 

Fig. 32. Silver coin from Sidon. Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collecti-
bles, Auction 96. Auction date: 14 February 2017. Lot number: 1795

Fig. 33. Silver coin from the holy and autonomous Seleucia. M&M Nu-
mismatics Ltd, The New York Sale XX. Auction date: 7 January 2009. Lot 
number: 48

Fig. 34. Silver coin Laodicea ad mare. Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Col-
lectibles, Auction 93. Auction date: 6 September 2016. Lot number: 1535

Fig. 37. Bronze coin from Sidon, Tyche and Zeus, 78/7 BC. Classical 
Numismatic Group, Mail Bid Sale 75. Auction date: 23 May 2007. Lot 
number: 484
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Fig. 36. A small statue of Tyche in the type of the peplophoros 
Eurydice of Aigai, c. 120 BC. Formerly in the Villa of the Getty 
Museum (Tyche HS3707) and returned to Italy (source: Getty 
Handbook 29)

Fig. 35. Coin from Aigai Cilicia, c. 120 BC. Classical Numismatic 
Group, Electronic Auction 365. Auction date: 16 December 2015. 
Lot number: 184

Fig. 39. Bronze coin of Commagene, with queen Iotape Phila-
delphus, the daughter of Antiochus III Epiphanes and wife-sis-
ter of Antiochus IV Epiphanes, AD 15-52. Classical Numismatic 
Group, Mail Bid Sale 64. Auction date: 24 September 2003. Lot 
number: 735

Fig. 38. Rome, Denarius, Aemilius Lepidus Paullus, 62 BC. Gorny 
& Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 253. Auction date: 5 
March 2018. Lot number: 405
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Fig. 40. Antalya Museum. Statue 
of Aurelia Paulina, Priestess of Ar-
temis Pergaia, AD 195-204 (Pho-
to: A Kottaridi)

lets of hair which fall freely across the shoulders at the front and 
the typical mural crown, it repeats, always in the style of the 
period, but with exceptional faithfulness, the type of the peplo-
phoros eurydice of aigai .126 The provenance of the statue is un-
fortunately unknown . The suggestion that it is perhaps tyche of 
aigai in Cilicia is particularly tempting and is supported by the 
similarity in hairstyles, but this is not enough to prove it . how-
ever, special attention should be paid to the persistence of the 
type for more than two centuries even when the Macedonian 
polis had slipped into obscurity from the beginning of the 3rd 
century . were there already from the beginning so many copies 
that they ensured the survival of this particular type? Perhaps it 
was exactly this type which recalls the cult statues of hera, but 
differs from them with the combination of the peplos and chi-
ton, which was used by Leochares for his eurydice in olympia 
and this is how it became well-known and famous? 

The fact remains that the tychai, dressed in the attire of a 
bride ‘undertake’ to ensure through the hieros gamos the fer-
tility and longevity of the city’s population . The presence of 
tyche and Zeus on a coin of Sidon in 78/7 BC (Fig . 37) in the 
type of the royal couples seems to confirm this reasoning, al-
though the bride on this is more prominent since she is depict-
ed in front of her husband .

at the same time as the hellenistic kingdoms ceased to ex-
ist as political entities one after the other, the symbols and the 
symbolism spread, without, however, being lost . on the silver 
denarius of aemilius Lepidus Paulus (62 BC) the much-covet-
ed Concordia appears in the ‘queen’ type with a ‘stephane’ and 
veil (Fig . 38) . Τhe same tradition more or less continues in the 
depictions on coins from anemourion of iotape Philadelphus 
(ad 15-52) wife and sister of antiochus iv epiphanes of Com-
magene (Fig . 39), but also Berenice mother of herod agrip-
pa who on coins of ad 78/9 repeats the type of her Ptolemaic 
namesake . at the same period in alexandria hera returned to 
her traditional role and appears on a coin of nero (ad 54-68) 
with the ‘stephane’ and veil on her head and the ancient epithet 
argeia .127 her role, however, was now shared with isis, who had 
been ‘hellenised’, so that her attire, in addition to the rich rep-
ertoire of personal symbols, as the companion of Serapis and 
as the bride of the hieros gamos, now frequently included the 
traditional wedding epiblema-veil .128

126 . Τhe statue has a height of almost 84cm . holes in the ear lobes and 
at the back of the neck show that she wore metal earrings and a necklace .

127 . LIMC iv .1, s .v . hera (a . Kossatz-deismann) 681, no . 196; LIMC iv .2, 
pl . 415 .

128 . Such as e .g . the isis in the vatican or the cult statue of isis-Persephone 
from gortyn, which was found in the temple along with Sarapis-Ploutos 
and Cerberus .

in the poleis in the absence of queens, the crucial new year 
celebrations once again became the responsibility of the priest-
esses who usually came from the most powerful families . nu-
merous inscriptions testify to their actions . in the scenes we see 
the iconographic means which were used to identify them . here 
too the bridal epiblema-veil, of the ritual hieros gamos, plays 
a crucial role . at the beginning of the 3rd century ad at Perge 
in Pamphylia aurelia Paulina, priestess of artemis Pergaia (Fig . 
40), appears to wear in addition to the special symbols of the 
great goddess of asia Minor the well-known epiblema-veil 
which almost reaches her knees . it is the same in athens, on the 
other side of the aegean, where in the middle of the 3rd century 
ad a priestess, resting with her weight firmly on her left leg 
and her right leg flexed stands beside a cylindrical basket with a 
sacred snake, dressed in an argive peplos and with a wreath on 
her head and the epiblema-veil falling down her back, echoing 
the Peplophoros queen of aigai (Fig . 41) .

despite epoch-making changes the value of some sym-
bols has remained unchanged . The priests of the old religion 
ceased to exist . The hieros gamos became the annunciation of 
Salvation . The ancient sacred bridal veil of queens, priestesses 
and goddesses became an integral part of the iconography of 
our Lady Queen of heaven, as the Maphorio (holy veil) of the 
virgin bride of the mystic incarnation .

But that is another story . 

Fig. 41. Athens, National Archae-
ological Museum 1793. The priest-
ess from the National Garden, c. 
AD 230-250, in Pentelic marble, 
found in the National Garden 
(Photo: A Kottaridi)
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